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People attending call 

Jake, Jenna, Hailey, Richard, Sami, Patrick and Curt 

LCS Coach Mentoring Grant Program (Pilot) 

 Curt thought we should do this.  Richard agrees and we should write a grant application.  Match 

it with $4k.  We need to be pretty specific.  Jake will have to be involved.  Jake has not written any 

grants.  Jake will talk to some other coaches to see how we could do with this.  What would be the best 

use for the money?  Jake will get 4-5 items on a list of what the best use.  Jake will get it back to us late 

this week or early next week.  Richard, Curt and Craig will work on this once Jake sends it to us. 

Talked about Mixed meet 

 Curt talked to the TBID and got $4800 to spend for the meet.  This will help cover East Gym, Pool 

rental and other costs.  Curt was thinking we charge $20.00 per swimmer.  We need to buy a cap or two.  

Hailey would like water bottles.  Jenna thought the water bottles and that that would be great.  Save a 

lot of garbage, a lot of swimmers like water bottles.  One or two caps also.  Patrick thinks water bottles 

are good and caps.  Sami water bottles are better than draw string bags.  Curt asked the athletes what 

kind of water bottles would keep and use?  Jenna said she likes the Gatorade bottles. Curt asked the 

athletes what they wanted for meals?  Jenna says she wants gluten free, salad, chicken, food that is 

healthy.  Patrick said he wanted pasta.  Curt said we plan on having lunch on Sunday and lunch and 

dinner on Saturday.  Hailey wants on the application what they need for dietary needs.  Jenna wants the 

price like $20 to keep the cost lower.   Richard thinks that any shortages should be covered by Montana 

Swimming.  So let’s keep it at $20.00 and go from there. 

The athletes will all get put into groups and Jake said he thought that could be handed Saturday 

morning.  The coaches will not know what the kids can do until after they see them in the water.  Hailey 

said let’s put them together by age and then split it up.  Try to make it as random as possible.  We then 

talked about the layout of the meet and what might happen/Talked about the layout of the meet.  

Athletes will get me the form by Monday 31st.  Jake will send out a message to the coaches to 

push the Mixed Meet.  He will try and get the coaches excited about meet and will push it on the teams 

to get support. 

May HOD Meeting will be on Friday night May 16th at 8:00pm in Bozeman. 

 Hailey brought up the Zones camp.  Need to find out more about it.  

 


